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Nonexistence Theorems on Perfect 
Lee Codes over Large Alphabets 
K. A. POST 
Department of Mathematics, University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
Perfect codes in the Lee metric are proved to be impossible for 
(3 ~< n ~< 5;e  ~> n- -  1;q ~> 2e q- 1) 
and 
-- ~-,q ~> 2e + 1). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence of perfect e error-correcting Lee codes of word length n over 
an alphabet of q elements (q ~ 2e -t- 1) has been investigated by Golomb 
and Welch (1968). They describe two classes of perfect codes, viz, codes with 
parameter values (n, e, q) ~ (2, e, e 2 if- (e q- 1)~), and (n, e, q) ~ (n, 1, 2n q- 1). 
They also prove that perfect codes do not exist for (n, e) = (3, 2) and in the 
cases (n ~ 3, e ~ p~), where p~ is a function of n, the numerical values of 
which are not explicitly given. In this paper we shall show that perfect codes 
do not exist for the cases 
(3 ~n ~5,  e )n - -  1) and (n )6 ,  e )½-n~/2- -~/2 - - -21) .  
2. BASIC CONCEPTS, GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Let q, n, and e be integers, q ~ 4, n ~ 2, e >~ 1. The alphabet F is 
defined to be the ring of integers {0, 1, 2 ..... q - -1}modq.  Elements 
x = (x 1 .... , x~) ~ F In) are called words of length (dimension) n. We define the 
Lee weight of a word x by 
WL(x) :=  i Min{x~, q --  xl}, 
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and the Lee distance of two words x and y by 
alL(x, y) :=  WL(X -- y). 
Finally, the Lee sphere of radius e around x is given by 
SL(X, e) :=  {y eF  (~) I dL(x, Y) ~ e}, 
and the Lee boundary of radius e around x is given by 
BL(x, e) :=  SL(X , e)\SL(x , e --  1) 
(it is useful to define SL(X, 0) :=  {x}). 
A subset C CF  ~) is called an e error-correctingLee code if 
V V [(x :/: y) ~ (SL(x, e) n SL(y, e) = d)]. 
X~G' yeG' 
The code is called perfect, if, in addition 
U &(x, e) = F('~). 
XEC 
n-3 n-2 
e=l ? 
e 
e=Z 
°:3 L r 
-LJ- 
Fie. 1. Cubistic cross-polytopes for dimension 2 and 3 
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It is natural to distinguish between sma11 and large alphabets, corresponding 
to the case q < 2e -{- 1 and q ~> 2e @ 1, respectively, as the volume and 
shape of the Lee spheres for large alphabets do not depend on the size of 
the alphabet. 
Geometrically, a Lee sphere over a large alphabet may be associated with a 
"cubistic" cross-polytope, as is illustrated in Fig. 1, every point of the Lee 
sphere being considered as the center of a unit cube. 
Speaking in this language, a perfect Lee code over a large alphabet corre- 
sponds with a periodic tiling of n-space with congruent cubistic cross- 
polytopes. 
Let B~,~,~ and S~.q.~ denote the volume of the Lee boundary and Lee sphere 
with parameters n, e, and q; for q >/2e-}-1  we define B~, e :=  B,,a,~, 
S~,~ :=  S~,q,~. Then we have the following generating functions (cf. 
Berlekamp (1968); Golomb (1970): 
~B,~ 2~+l,~z  : (1 @ 2z  + 2z  2 + -" q- 2z*)% 
~'=0 
(1) 
ao 
Bn,2t,~z ~ : (1 -~ 2z ~- "'" q- 2z ~-1 + z~) ~, 
T=0 
(2) 
B,~(z) :=  ~ B,~ ~z ~ = (1 q- 2z q- 2z 2 q- ...)~ = (1 q- z] '~ 
~=o ' \1 - -  z ]  ' (3) 
• S,.~.~z ~ = 1 ~ B ,  q ~z ~, (4) l _  
r=O "f~O 
- -  ( l+z)  n 
&(z):= &f  (~-~1,  (5) 
r=0 
from which it follows that 
~ Sn,r2;rw n ~ 1 
~=o ~=o I - z - w - zw (6) 
This yields for S~,r the following recurrence 
So.~ = S~,o = 1 (n, r >~ O) 
(7) 
S..~ ---- S~_1.~ ÷ S~,~_i + S~_~,~_ i (n, r ~> 1) 
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so that we obtain the following array for S,~,r: 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 3 5 7 9 
1 5 13 25 41 
1 7 25 63 
1 9 41 
Evidently we have 
Sn,  ~, = St ,  ~ 
For fixed r we therefore define 
(r, n >~ 0). (8) 
~, _ (1 + w)  ~ (9)  F(w) :=  S.,~w" (1 - -  w) ~+1 ' 
~=0 
from which it follows, by logarithmic differentiation, that 
F '  r r@l  
F l+w 1- -w 
(1 - -  wZ)F  ' = (2r + w -¢-~')F, 
(1 --  w2)F  (n+l) - -  2nwF ('~) - -  n (n  - -  1)F (n-l) = (2r + w + 1)F (n) + nF  (~-1). 
Since S~,r = (l/n!)Fro)(0), we obtain 
(n + 1)! S,~+l,~ - -  (n ) (n  - -  1)(n --  1)l S~_l,r = (2r + 1) n!  S~,,,  + n!  S~_~,~,  
so that for S~,~ we have the recurrence 
So, r= 1, 
$1.~ = 2r + 1, 
(n + 1) S~+1,~ --  (2r + 1) S. ,~  - -  nS~_ l ,~  = O, 
(r >~ 0) 
(r >~ 0) (10) 
(r >/0,  n >/1). 
3. THE CASE n = 3 
The basic idea is, that for a perfect Lee code of word length 3 the corre- 
sponding tiling of 3-space with cubistic octahedra must have the property 
that the total number of unit cubes meeting in one point is always 8. The 
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number of unit cubes belonging to the same cubistic octahedron that meet in 
one point can have the values 
(30) = 1, (30) -~-(31)-=4 and (30) + (31) - / (32)~ 7. 
This number is called the type of that vertex. A sketch of these types is given 
in Fig. 2. Especially those vertices of type 4, that are adjacent to other vertices 
of type 4, are marked by dots. These vertices are denoted by type 4*. 
FIG. 2. Different types of vertices in one octant of the cubistic octahedron of 
radius 5. The vertices of type 4* are marked. 
Combining types together in order to add up to 8 we find the following 
combinations to be possible: [7.1], [42], [4.14], and [lS]. Now the following 
observations are relevant: 
(i) Every vertex of type 7 requires a vertex of type 1 for combination 
up to 8. 
(ii) No two adjacent vertices of type 4 can both be completed by a 
vertex of type 4, i.e., at least half of the vertices of type 4* require four 
vertices of type 1 for combination up to 8. 
Combining (i) and (ii) we see that if a periodic tiling of 3-space with cubistic 
octahedra exists, then in every period box we have 
t t -  t 7 -  l t~ , '  4 ~ 0, (11) 
where t i stands for the number of vertices of type i in that period box. This 
is equivalent to the assertion 
gl - -  g7 --  294. >~ 0, 
643/29/4-6 
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where gt stands for the number of vertices of type i in one octant of a cubistic 
octahedron. These numbers are easily found: 
r g l  g4 gr g4* 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 3 1 0 1 
2 6 3 1 3 
3 10 6 3 6 
4 15 10 6 9 
e 2 2 (e > 2) 
Conclusion. A necessary condition 
over a large alphabet with parameters 
(e+2)_(;) 
or  
for the existence of a perfect Lee code 
(n, e) = (3, e), e ~> 2, is 
- -6 (e - -  1) ~>0, 
- -4e+7 >~0. 
This proves our assertion: 
Perfect (n, e) = (3, e) codes do not exist for e >~ 2. 
For the following section it is useful to remark that the generating function ~/a 
for the expression gl - -  g7 - -  294, has the form 
1 - -  z - -  2z ~ - -  2z 3 
&(~)  = (1 - ~)~ (12) 
4. THE CAS~ n >1- 3, FIRST APPROACH 
A periodic til ing of n-space with congruent cubistic cross-polytopes of
radius e induces on every 3-dimensional section that is formed by keeping 
the first n -  3 coordinates fixed, a periodic tiling with not necessarily 
congruent cubistic cross-polytopes of radius ~ e. In this way every (n, e) 
cubistic cross-polytope gives rise to a totality of B~_~,~ induced cubistic 
octahedra of radius e - -  s (cf. Section 2). The totality of all of these cubistic 
octahedra can be periodically tiled in a collection of 3-spaces, only if the total 
inventory of vertices of different ypes satisfies (I 1). Because of the motiva- 
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tions above (cf. (3) and (12)) the generating function of the equivalent 
expression gl - -  g7 - -  2g~, in this case becomes 
A,~(z) = Aa(z ) B~_a(z) = (1 - -  z - -  2z 2 - -  2za)(1 @ z) ~-a 
(1  - ~)~-~ 
~-: ~ O~ne z . 
e=0 
Since 
(13) 
• A~(z)  1 - -  z - -  2a 2 -  2z a wn-a 
~=a (1 - -  z ) (1 - -  w - -  z - -  wz) ' 
the coefficients of the array a~ (n >/3 ,  e >~ 0) defined by (13) satisfy the 
recurrence 
%,o= 1, (n>3)  
0~3,1 ~ 1~ 
%.~ = --4e @ 7, (e ~> 2) 
O~,  e = OL~Z__I, e @- Og . . . .  1 q- ~--1,~--1 ' (n ~> 4, e ~> 1) 
This is tabulated in the following diagram 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 --1 - -5  - -9 --13 
1 3 3 - -3 - -17 - -39 
1 5 11 11 - -9  --65 
1 7 23 45 47 --27 
1 9 39 107 199 
A negative ntry in this diagram denotes that a corresponding (n, e, q)-Lee 
code for large alphabet does not exist. This proves our assertion for n = 4 
and n = 5. 
Remark .  Computer evaluation of this diagram reveals that negative 
entries only occur in a proper subset of {(n, e) i e ~ n - -  1}. 
5. THE CASE n ~ 6 
Let us take n = 6 first. Referring to the terminology of Section 3 we observe 
that the possible types of vertices of cubistic cross-polytopes in this case are 
~0 (9) (t = 0,..., 5), in other words, they can have the values 
1, 7, 22, 42, 57, and 63, 
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and the types of all vertices meeting in the same point of a tiling must add 
up to 64. Some combinations of types, however, are impossible from the 
combinatorial point of view. To see this, we may associate in the usual way 
the centers of all 64 disjoint unit cubes that meet in one point with the 
binary sequences of length 6, such that centers with "Manhattan" distance d
correspond with sequences having Hamming distance d. Unit cubes belonging 
to the same cubistic cross-polytope now correspond with elements of (0, 1} 6 
that constitute a Hamming sphere! Bearing this isometry in mind we state 
that the following combinations of types are impossible: 
(i) [42.7~.122-'q (a/> 2) 
(ii) [22z.7b.1 z°-7b] (b >/1) 
(iii) [22.7~.142-7~] (c/> 4) 
(iv) [7~.i]. 
Pro@ Hamming-spheres of radius 0, 1, 2, and 3 have volumes 1, 7, 22, 
and 42, respectively. 
(i) Assume that (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is center of the Hamming sphere of 
radius 3. The centers of disjoint Hamming spheres of radius 1 have Hamming 
weight ~< 1 and therefore a mutual Hamming distance ~< 2. This is impossible 
for a /> 2. 
(ii) Assume that (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is center of one of the Hamming 
spheres of radius 2. The center of the other radius 2-sphere must have 
Hamming weight ~< 1. Any point has distance ~< 3 from one of these centers, 
and therefore cannot be center of a disjoint radius 1-sphere. 
(iii) Assume that (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is center of the radius 2-sphere. All 
disjoint radius 1-spheres have centers of Hamming weight ~ 2, so their 
centers must have disjoint supports in order to have mutual distance >/3. 
Therefore c ~< 3. 
(iv) Any radius 1-sphere contains 1point of odd Hamming weight and 
6 points of even Hamming weight, or conversely. 9 disjoint radius 1-spheres 
therefore would occupy at least 4 × 1 @ 5 × 6 = 34 points of the same 
Hamming weight parity. This is impossible. Q.E.D. 
The number of possible combinations from the combinatorial point of view 
is still large. We shall list them and also denote the numbers of times 
these combinations occur in a period box of a hypothetical ti ing, by capital 
letters: 
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Combination Frequency Combination Frequency 
[63.1] A [22.142] M 
[57.7] B [7~.1 s] N 
[57.1'] C [7'.115 ] P 
[42.22] D [75.122 ] Q 
[42.7.115] E [7 ~. 129] R 
[42.122] F [7~.185] X 
[222.120 ] G [73.143 ] T 
[22.7 a. 121] H [7 ~. 1 ~o] U 
[22.72.128] K [7.157] V 
[22.7.185 ] L [1 ~4] W 
Denoting the inventory of all vertices of different ypes in a period box by 
tl , 17 , 122 , 142 , ~57 , ~63 , 
we obtain the matrix identity 
i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 1  
1 0 0 1 0 0 3 2 1 0  
07015222021283542 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i !  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1  
8 15 22 29 36 43 50 57 64A 
|157|  
• = 
[::] 
(14) 
Left multiplication of (14) by the row vector [--1, 1, 10, --10, --1, 1] yields 
8(C ~- 3E -? 4F + H+ 2K + 3L -k 4M+ P 
-k 2Q --k 3R -k 4S + 5T -? 6U + 7V + 8W) 
= t 1 - -  t~ - -  10t~ 2 + 10t42 @ 157 - -  t63  " (15) 
Obviously, the left-hand side of (15) is nonnegative so that we must have in 
this case (cf. (11)) 
tl - - t7  - -  10t22 @ 10ta.~ @ tsv - -  t~a >~ 0, (16)  
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where ti stands for the number of vertices of type i in a period box. Again we 
may restate this in the form 
g~ --  gr - -  10gz~ + 10g~2 + gs~ -- g6~ ~ 0, (17) 
where gi is the number of vertices of type i in one orthant of the underlying 
cubistic cross-polytope. Writing down the generating functions G~ of gi 
(i.e., Gi(z) = Z,,~=ogi(r)z ~ for i = 1, 7, 22, 42, 57, 63) we find 
CA(z) = (1 - -  ~)-o,  
a~(z )  = z~(1 - -  z)-% 
Gsv(Z ) = za(1 - -  z)-6, 
e,~(z )  = ~(1  - -  ~)-~, 
G,~(z) = z~(1 - -  z )  -°. 
The generating function C a for the left-hand side of (17) therefore has the 
form (cf. (12)) 
ca(z)  = (1 - lOz~ + z')(1 - z)-~. (18) 
Let us now assume n ~ 6. In the same way as we did in Section 4 we may 
construct he generating function Ca for the expression gl - -  g7 --  10g2z + 
10g,~ ~- g~7 --  g6z ranging over the totality of induced 6-dimensional sections 
and find in this case (cf. (13) and (18)) 
c . (z )  = c, (z)  B . _dz )  = (1 - lOz~ + ~,)(1 + z)--0 
(1 - z )  - -1  (n >/6) .  (19) 
At this point we may form a recurrence diagram for the coefficients 7,~,e of 
the function ~--G C~(z) w~ as we performed in Section 4. A closer look, 
however, at (19) reveals that (of. (5)) 
C.(z)  : (1 --  10z ~ + z4)(1 + z) "-G 
(1  - -  z )  " -1  
1 (1 + z )  "-G (1 + z )  "-4 1 (1 + z )  - -~ 
- -  2 (1 - -  z) "-5 + 2 (1 - -  z)  n-a 2 (1 --  z) "-1 
= - -  ½[S._6(z) - -  4S._~(z) -]- S._~(z)]. 
So a necessary condition for the existenee of a perfect (n, e, q)-Lee code over a 
large alphabet for n >~ 6 is (cf. (5)): 
S._e,, - -  4S~_4.~ + S._2,~ ~< 0. (20) 
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Now let us assume that a perfect (n, e, q)-Lee code exists (n >/6).  Then (20) 
holds, and also, as a consequence of (10) 
(n - -  3)(n - -  2) S._2,. - -  [(n - -  3) 2 + (n - -  4) a q- (2e q- 1)21 S~_4, 
+ (n - -  4)(n - -  5) S._6,~ = 0, (21) 
so that a fortiori 
(n - -  2)(n - -  3)[S._e,~ + S,~_6,e ] 
- -  [(n - -  3) 2 + (n - -  4) 2 + (2e + 1) 2] S , _ , . ,  > 0. (22) 
From (20) it follows that 
(n - -  2)(n - -  3)[S._2. , + S._6,~] - -  4(n - -  2)(n - -  3) S._4,. ~< 0. (23) 
Comparing (23) with (22) we obtain, since Sn-4,~ > 0, the inequality 
4(n - -  2)(n - -  3) > (n - -  3) 2 -k (n - -  4) 2 + (2e -1- 1) 2 
or  
This implies 
or  
2n 2 -6n-1  >(2e+1)  2 .
2 (n - -~)2  > (2e+ 1) 2 , 
e < 1-n V2  - -  ~ V2  1 2 • 
Therefore, no perfect (n, e, q)-Lee code exists for 
(n >~ 6, e ~> ½n ~/2 - -~ ~/2 - -½,  q > 2e+ 1). 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
6. F INAL REMARKS 
Arguments like the adjacency condition (ii) of Section 3 also can be 
formulated directly in 4-space and in 6-space, and then combined with 
Hamming isometry conditions. For n >/4  we then obtain the function 
1- -3z - - z  2 -z  3+4z  6 ( l+z~ n-~ 
Dn(z) :-~- ~ ---Z)¥ ~,~-- Z] = (~ne2;e' 
and for n ~ 6 the function 
1 - - z - -  lOz 2 -2z  a -3z  4 -z  5+12z  9+4z  10 ( I+z~ ~-8 
En(z) :=  (1 - -  z) 6 \1 - -~!  
e=O 
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For small n these functions may be analyzed by hand, where it turns out that 
84, ~ < 0, 85. 3 < 0, so that perfect (n, e)-Lee codes do not exist for (n, e) = (4, 2) 
and (n, e) -= (5, 3). Computer evaluation of the sign of e~,~ for 6 ~< n ~< 305 
shows nonexistence of perfect (n, e)-Lee codes for 
and 
(6 ~ n ~ 130;e ~> ~6 (9n-- 15)) 
(131 ~< n ~ 305;e /> l(9n-- 14)). 
For small alphabets (q ~< 2e) the methods used in this paper also seem to be 
useful. The construction of the generating functions, however, is much more 
complicated, and explicit results are not known. 
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